Collagraph Printmaking Workshop at Babson College

Back in September of 2014 when I used to work at Babson College as a Senior Instructional Designer, I took a Collagraph Printmaking Workshop.

In case you don't know, Collagraphy "... is a creative drawing technique that combines traditional materials that have been glued to a plate, with a previously prepared digital image. This combination results in unique, unexpected, and experimental pieces. A collagraph can be described as a sort of collage board to which physical materials, such as various types of textiles or string, are applied. These are subsequently inked and impressed over paper." Source: What Is Collagraphy?

Step 1: Create the Print

Using different textures and colors, I created a guitar. I used strings painted in silver and sand paper for the silhouettes.
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Step 2: Process the Print

Take a wet thick paper and layer your print and cover it with a cardboard sheet. Put it through a rolling machine.
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Step 3: Enjoy!

When your piece makes it to the other end of the roller, peel the wet paper to display your print.